24 SEPTEMBER
OPTION 1
Verona City Tour

Duration: 8 hours
08.30 am – 04.30 pm
Min number of people: 20 pax
Max number of people: 50 pax
Price per person: 215,00€

Including:
- Private bus gt from Venice Tronchetto to Verona and back (1h and 30mn)
- City Tour in Verona with a private guide for 2 hours included entrance fee to Arena and Giulietta House
- Authorized assistant all day long
- Lunch 4 course menu “Ai due Cuochi restaurant ” or similar
- Transfer back from Tronchetto to Hotel by private boat
This itinerary in Verona will help you enjoy this beautiful city churches, lovely streets and historical landmarks. Bring to life the story of Shakespeare's star-crossed lovers on this walking tour through the evocative, historic heart of Verona. See for yourself why the city's ancient Roman landmarks and medieval squares provided the perfect backdrop for the romantic tragedy as a guide shares the legends behind landmarks like the Scala family tombs, the Madonna Verona fountain, and Juliet's House and Balcony. Meet your storytelling guide at the city's Arena amphitheater, an ancient Roman artifact that pre-dates the Colosseum and has been in use for more than 2,000 years. Although the Capulet and Montague families are fictional, Verona's past is ripe with stories of fatal feuds, romance, and drama that made it a natural setting for Shakespeare's tragedy. Let your imagination run wild with visions of young love and secret trysts at Juliet's House, a historic home featuring a much-visited balcony and statue of the doomed protagonist (though any Shakespearean connections here are dubious). Continue on to Herbs Square, lined by a bustling local market and stately palaces. Learn the history behind landmarks including Lamberti Tower, the Madonna Verona fountain, and the medieval Domus Mercatorum, one-time home of the city's merchant guild.

See evidence of Verona's multilayered past at Signori Square, where Roman, Romanesque, Gothic, Renaissance, and modern architecture converge in a fascinating urban landscape.

08.30 am  Bus GT from Tronchetto to Verona area and back
10.00 am  City tour in Verona with private guide for 2 hours included entrance fee to Arena and Juliet's house
12.30pm  Lunch at 4 Cuochi Restaurant or similar
02.30 – 04.30pm  Departure with gt Bus to Venice Tronchetto
04.30 pm  Return transfer from Tronchetto to Hotel by private boat
From Hilton to Tronchetto with Boat N2 Red Line
Departure Red Line N2 at 07.37 - arrival at Tronchetto at 07.57
Return with private boat about 30 min of navigation from Tronchetto
Duration: 8 hours
08.30 am - 04.30 pm
Min number of people: 20 pax
Max number of people: 50 pax
Price per person: 230,00€

24 SEPTEMBER
OPTION 2
Valpolicella Wine Tour

Including:
- Bus gt from Venice Tonchetto to Verona area and back (2 hours)
- Authorized assistant
- Explanation with wines and food pairing
- Lunch include in a cantina
- 3 top quality wines tasting in a traditional cantina
- Transfer back from Tronchetto to Hotel by private boat
One of the oldest Italian wine regions, rich in History and Art. Here wines were produced since the Roman times, from the ancient *Acinaticus*, known as Recioto, to his son, the Amarone, one of the three main Italian red wines, and the Ripasso, a wine produced with the double fermentation technique. A taste of Valpolicella

We will take you for a Valpolicella wine tour through the glorious landscape of the famous Amarone, an extraordinary land called Valpolicella where this excellent wine comes from. On the Valpolicella wine route you will admire panoramic views of the hills and the vineyards. Moreover you will discover the entire range of Valpolicella wines DOC (Controlled Denomination of Origin) and DOCG (Controlled and Guaranteed Denomination of Origin) including Valpolicella, Valpolicella Superiore, Ripasso and Recioto.

Join our half day wine tour in the Valpolicella hills, with a stop at a cantine and a wine tasting session at a local winery to enjoy Valpolicella Superiore, Ripasso, Amarone and Recioto.
From Hilton to Tronchetto with Boat N2 Red Line
Departure Red Line N2 at 07.37 - arrival at Tronchetto at 07.57
Return with private boat about 30 min of navigation from Tronchetto
25 SEPTEMBER
OPTION 1
Saint Mark’s Square & Gondola Tour

A tour to discover the heart of Venice and its history, the charm of the past and a truly beautiful gem where inestimable art masterpieces are shielded. Including:

- Whispers
- Entrance fee to the Doge’s Palace
- Authorized guide for 2 hours
- 30 minutes Gondola ride
- One way transfer to the venue included
25 SEPTEMBER
OPTION 1
Saint Mark’s Square & Gondola Tour

Experience the magnificence and mystery of the Doge’s Palace in Venice. Head to the front of the queue with your guide, and then wander through the palace’s ornate public rooms as you learn the history of Venice’s powerful rulers. Admire magnificent interior artwork, including Renaissance masterpieces by painters Tintoretto and Veronese. Explore the palace’s darker side with a visit to the prison quarters and a walk across the notorious Bridge of Sighs.

One of the architectural and cultural highlights of Venice, the Doge’s Palace was the seat of the Venetian Republic and its rulers for centuries. Meet your local guide at Venice’s Royal Gardens for a short walk to the palace in St Mark’s Square. Admire the magnificent Gothic exterior before heading to the front of the long queue with your skip-the-line ticket. Wander through the palace’s awe-inspiring public rooms, decorated from floor to ceiling with gilded decor and elaborate murals. Admire masterpieces of Renaissance painting, including works by Tintoretto and the striking Juno Bestowing her Gifts on Venice by Veronese. As you explore, listen to your guide’s narration through provided headsets so all visitors can hear clearly. See the Trial Chambers of the Council of Ten and learn about the powerful and secretive practices the mighty doges used to rule the Venetian Republic for centuries. Walk across the famous Bridge of Sighs that connects the palace to the adjoining New Prison complex, where convicts and enemies of the republic were confined. Walk in the footsteps of the condemned as you explore the foreboding hallways and cells of the prison. Your 2-hour tour concludes back outside the palace in the welcoming, open air of St Mark’s Square.

01.45pm Departure from Hilton with private boat to St. Mark Square

02.00 -04.00pm Meet guide and start of tour and visit Doge Palace

04.00-04.30pm Tour of 30 min in Gondola

Transfer back not included

with Complimentary Hilton shuttle – about 15 min
Duration: 2 hours
02.00 pm-04.00 pm
Min number of people: 15 pax
Max number of people: 30 pax
Price per person: 52,00€

After Saint Mark's Basilica, the Basilica of Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari is the most remarkable ecclesiastical complex in Venice, as well as being one of the most important Franciscan foundations in Italy. With this itinerary, you will admire some of the most gorgeous complex in Venice of Dorsoduro district: the Basilica of Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari (commonly known as "Frari Church"), Saint Rocco's School, noted for its numerous Tintoretto paintings and founded as a laic confraternity to assist the citizens in time of plague.

Including:
- Authorized guide for 2 hours
- Whispers
- One way transfer to the venue
- Entrance to the Basilica of Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari
- Entrance to the San Rocco's School
- Transfer back to the hotel (not included)
The erection of the Franciscans Basilica, called Frari Church, began in 1300 on an initial smaller church. Together with the Church of Santi Giovanni e Paolo, it is the largest gothic church in Venice. Both churches are home to a wealth of graves belonging to Doges and other distinguished protagonists of the Serenissima, a real funerary art museums. In their interiors we find sublime art works, such as the Assumption and the Pesaro Madonna by Titian, which reveal this painter's portraitist skills since a young age. His funerary monument is also housed in this church.

The Church of San Salvador, located in Venice commercial heart, is the burial site for Doge Venier and many other monuments. Here we can also admire two altarpieces by the great master Titian.

The Scuola Grande di San Rocco is a lay confraternity founded in 1478. The popularity of the cult of St. Roch, whose remains had been in the possession of the brotherhood since 1485, contributed to the latter's rapid expansion to the extent of it becoming the richest Scuola of the city. At that point it was decided to build a new monumental headquarters and engage Tintoretto to decorate it with his most celebrated pictorial cycle, illustrating episodes from the New and Old Testaments. It is the only one of the historic Scuola Grande to have survived the fall of the republic.

It is a unique site, where over 60 paintings are preserved in their original setting in a building that has hardly undergone any alteration since its construction.

The confraternity is still active today, carrying out its traditional charitable duties as well as looking after its extraordinary artistic patrimony.
From Scuola Grande di San Rocco to San Tomà SX
From San Tomà SX to St Mark – Boat N.2 Red Line
N2 Red line 13 min of navigation
From S. Marco Giardinetti to S. Zaccaria 500 mt by walk
with Hilton shuttle from San Marco to Hilton 15 min of navigation
26 SEPTEMBER
OPTION 1
Islands Tour
Murano, Burano, Torcello

Half day tour by motorboat to discover the marvels of the lagoon surrounding Venice: towards the northern part of the Venetian lagoon, where the three islands are located. Murano, the place where glass factories gathered and an amazing glass art tradition developed; the fishermen island of Burano, famous for its colorful houses and rare artisan lace; Torcello.

Including:
- Private boat from St Mark and back
- Authorized assistant for 4 hours
- Entrance to a glass furnace and glass shop in Murano

Duration: 4 hours 02.00 pm- 06.00 pm
Min number of people: 30 pax
Max number of people: 110 pax (each boat)
Price per person: 40,00€
Sail along the lagoon passing the island of San Giorgio Maggiore, a 16th century Benedictine church designed by Andrea Palladio, the public Gardens, the tip of Sant'Elena and the Lido (the famous beach resort).

**Murano**

After sailing past the island of San Giorgio Maggiore, a 16th century Benedictine church designed by Andrea Palladio, the public Gardens, the tip of Sant'Elena and the Lido (the famous beach resort), the boat arrives at Murano, known throughout the world for its glass manufacturing industry.

**Burano**

The second stop is on the picturesque island of Burano, famous not only for its lace but also for the houses of fishermen painted in bright colors.

**Torcello**

Then, after a short sail, you will reach the quiet and sparsely populated island of Torcello, the first centre of civilization in the estuary. Only the Cathedral of “Santa Maria Assunta” with its magnificent mosaics and the church of “Santa Fosca” remains to the testimony of its former glory.

02.00 - 02.30 pm  Meet assistant at St Mark and start of tour and visit Glass Furnace and glass shop

03.30 - 04.00 pm  Stop in Burano and visit

04.30 - 04.50 pm  Stop in Torcello Island and visit

05.00 – 06.00 pm  Transfer back to St Mark with private boat
with Hilton shuttle from/to San Marco - 15 min by boat
The magic of Venetian palaces and hidden corners of Venice! Step into a Venetian palace, experience the thrilling atmospheres of the most singular bookstore you will ever see, the most extravagant theatre in Venice and much more, all with our extraordinary local guides, who will take you along this walking tour sharing interesting and unusual stories and historical facts of Venice. External visit only (entrances not included).

Including:
- Authorized guide for 2 hours
- Whispers
- One way transfer to the venue included
Get to know some of the canal city’s secrets during this 2-hour walking tour of hidden Venice. Let an experienced local guide show you some of the city’s more off-beat sights. Walk from the popular St. Mark’s Square to the Rialto Bridge to find the hidden gems along the way. Enjoy seeing this unique city at a leisurely pace.

You will meander through the historical heart of Venice in the company of an experienced guide, who will provide you with key information and curious anecdotes about the long history of the city. You will have the chance to see the exteriors of famous architectural masterpieces such as La Fenice Opera House and the Rialto Bridge.

Starting near St. Mark’s Square, the tour will reach La Fenice - the major opera house in Venice, sadly notorious for being destroyed by fire - to let you admire its classical exteriors; the itinerary will then continue to Palazzo Contarini del Bovolo, a great example of Gothic architecture. This elegant palace is famous for the original external staircase. Not easily to find on your own, this building is one of the most appreciated sights of our tour!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01.45</td>
<td>Transfer with private boat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.00 - 04.00 pm</td>
<td>Meet guide and start of tour and visit of the hidden parts of Venice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transfer back not included</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

_with Complimentary Hilton shuttle – about 15 min_
Transfer back with Hilton shuttle
From San Marco – about 15 min by boat
26 SEPTEMBER
Evening Proposal
Mystery
Venice:
legends and ghosts of
Cannaregio District

A qualified guide will take you through hidden corners and quite places of Venice, avoiding the tourists’ masses, narrating anecdotes, legends and tales of this unique town. A day or night walk discovering unusual itineraries dedicated to legends and stories of this astonishing city showing its entire splendor especially at night. An odd adventure to let you know Cannaregio district: here, following a cryptic itinerary through a maze of little and narrow streets, you will live a deep experience of the hidden Venice, will learn the darkest and obscurest stories of this city, of its ghosts and of the continuous ghosts appearances upsetting its inhabitants’ souls. External visit only (entrances not included).

Including: • Authorized guide for 2 hours • Whispers • One way transfer to the venue included
Evening walking tour of Venice
An evening walking tour discovering unusual itineraries dedicated to legends and stories of this astonishing city showing all its splendor especially at night.

Itinerary
An odd adventure to let you know Cannaregio district by night: here, following a cryptic itinerary through a maze of little and narrow streets, you will live a deep experience of the hidden Venice, will learn the darkest and obscurest stories of this city, of its ghosts and of the continuous ghosts appearances upsetting its inhabitants’ souls.

Attractions
Jewish Ghetto
Scuola Grande della Misericordia
Madonna dell’orto

06.15  Transfer from Hilton with private boat
06.30 -08.30pm Meet guide and start the walking tour of Cannaregio District

Transfer back not included

with Complimentary Hilton shuttle – about 15 min
27 SEPTEMBER
OPTION 1
Venice City Tour &
Modern Art:
Peggy Guggenheim
Collection

It is located in Peggy Guggenheim’s former home, Palazzo Venier dei Leoni, on the Grand Canal in Venice. The museum presents Peggy Guggenheim’s personal collection, masterpieces from the Hannelore B. and Rudolph B. Schulhof Collection, the Gianni Mattioli Collection, the Nasher Sculpture Garden, as well as temporary exhibitions. Including:

- Whispers
- Entrance fee to the Peggy Guggenheim Collection
- Authorized guide for 2 hours
- One way transfer to the venue included

Duration: 2 hours
02.00 pm - 04.00 pm
Min number of people: 10 pax
Max number of people: 30 pax
Price per person: 52,00€
Located in the former Venetian residence of the North American millionaire Peggy Guggenheim, the Palazzo Venier dei Leoni, this museum houses the most important collection of European and American art from the first half of the 20th century in Italy.

The palace, which is on the Grand Canal itself, is an unfinished work by the architect Lorenzo Boschetti, who began its construction in the 1750s. It was bought by Peggy Guggenheim in 1949. In those times, the art collector undertook an influential role of patron, which enabled artists such as Jackson Pollock to attain fame and international recognition. Max Ernst, another of her protégées, had become her second husband in 1942.

The museum opened in 1980, and represents one of the main museum attractions in Venice, since, accustomed to the exaggerated historical pose of the city, symbolised by architectural jewels of Byzantine and Renaissance art, it is surprising to see such modern pieces.

Among the 200 artists represented through these canvases and sculptures, feature authors such as Miró, De Chirico, Magritte, Kandinsky and Mondrian. You should also know that the museum’s collections are particularly rich in works belonging to avant-garde movements such as Surrealism, Futurism and Cubism. The artists with most works on show here are Picasso, Ernst, Giacometti, Pollock, Tancredi and Pegeen Vail.

As well as the frequent temporary exhibitions, in the Peggy Guggenheim Collection you can appreciate, both in the different rooms and in the garden, many sculptures by artists such as Brancusi, Arp, Calder and Moore and even a small show of tribal art from Africa and Oceania.

01.45 Transfer from Hilton with private boat
02.00-04.00pm Meet guide and start the visit of Peggy Guggenheim collection
Transfer back not included

with Complimentary Hilton shuttle – about 15 min
Transfer back From Zattere Line B Blue 3 min by boat
27 SEPTEMBER
OPTION 2
Shopping
at Fondaco dei Tedeschi

Duration: 2 hours
02.00 pm-04.00 pm
Min number of people: 10 pax
Max number of people: 10 pax
Price per person: 42,00€

First constructed in 1228, and located at the foot of the Rialto Bridge across from the fish market, the Fondaco dei Tedeschi is one of Venice’s largest and most recognizable buildings. It was used as a trading post for German merchants, a customs house under Napoleon, and a post office under Mussolini. Depicted by Canaletto and other masters, and photographed countless times as the impressive but anonymous backdrop of the Rialto bridge, the Fondaco stands as a mute witness of the Venetian mercantile era, its role diminished with the progressive depopulation of Venice.

- Assistant
- Transfer from Hotel to Fondaco dei Tedeschi and back
DFS has arrived in Venice! On September 29 the world leader in luxury travel retail inaugurated T Fondaco dei Tedeschi by DFS, its first department store in Europe. Housed in a magnificent edifice in the historic heart of Venice at a short distance from the Rialto, the T Fondaco is a new prestige international destination for shopping, culture and lifestyle at the crossroads of East and West.

02.00pm  Departure from Hilton with private boat to city centre
02.00 -04.00pm Free time for shopping
04.00pm  Transfer back to Hilton
27 SEPTEMBER
OPTION 2
Bacaro Tour

A stroll through Venice in the oldest and best Bacari, typical Venetian pubs reminding the old Venetian taverns, where you could taste the typical “cichetti”, little appetizers, and drink delicious wines.

Including:
- Authorized assistant for 2 hours
- 02 cichetti and 01 glass of wine per person in 2 different Bacari/bars
- One way transfer to the venue included

Duration: 2 hours
05.30 pm-07.30 pm
Min number of people: 15 pax
Max number of people: 30 pax
Price per person: 70,00€
A stroll through Venice in the oldest and best Bacari, typical Venetian pubs reminding the old Venetian taverns, where you could taste the typical “cichetti”, little appetizers, and drink delicious wines.

05.15 Transfer from Hilton with private boat
05.30pm Meet guide and start the visit of Bacari

*with Complimentary Hilton shuttle – about 15 min*
Transfer back with Hilton shuttle
From San Marco - 15 min by boat
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday, September 24</td>
<td>🔹 FULL DAY VERONA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>🔹 FULL DAY VALPOLLICELLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday, September 25</td>
<td>🔹 VENICE CITY &amp; GONDOLE TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>🔹 TINTORETTO &amp; TIEPOLO’S VENETIAN ART MASTERPIECES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday, September 26</td>
<td>🔹 ISLANDS TOUR MURANO, BURANO, TORCELLO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>🔹 SECRET VENICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>🔹 MYSTERY VENICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday, September 27</td>
<td>🔹 VENICE CITY TOUR &amp; PEGGY GUGGENHEIM COLLECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>🔹 SHOPPING TOUR FONDACO DEI TEDESCHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>🔹 BACARO TOUR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Group: MAYO LABS
Dates: 28-30 SEPTEMBER 2018
Destination: ROME
**ROME POST TOUR**  
**28-30 September 2018**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>DAY 1</th>
<th>DAY 2</th>
<th>DAY 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FRIDAY 28th SEPTEMBER</td>
<td>SATURDAY 29th SEPTEMBER</td>
<td>SUNDAY 30th SEPTEMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overnight in Rome</td>
<td>Overnight in Rome</td>
<td>Departure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>Venice final sessions</td>
<td>Vatican Museum Visit</td>
<td>Colosseo and Fori Imperiali visit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Lunch  | Departure for Rome by Fast Train  
3 hours and 45 minutes - Lunch on board on your own | Lunch in typical Osteria nearby the Museum | Lunch on your own |
|        |                            |                            |                            |
| Afternoon| Sunset Tour               | Free time for shopping    | Departure                  |
| Dinner | Private transfer and dinner at a restaurant by Navona Square district | Private transfer and dinner at a restaurant by Trastevere district | Depending on flight schedule transfers will be organized ad hoc |
Ripa Hotel ****

Ripa Hotel boutique hotel Rome
A boutique hotel in Rome Trastevere, near Vatican, the best design location for charming vacations
Welcome in a fascinating boutique hotel in central Rome, right in the heart of the Italian Capital, a design hotel perfect for each family looking for a comfortable and modern place next to the top attractions. Rooms are very suitable for kids, and the high qualified staff is ready to answer to every need and request. Hotel Ripa Roma is an unconventional design hotel close to downtown, within a walking distance to the Jewish Ghetto, located in an authentic and stunning area of the town, where you can experience the life of Rome, discovering the ancient streets and glimpses, visiting unusual and romantic corners.

40 ROOMS (DOUBLE USE) AVAILABLE

In 28 out 30th September 2018 (2 nights)
Rate for Single room:
170,00€ per room/per night for Standard Single occupancy
Rate for Double room:
200,00€ per room/per night for Standard double occupancy
Rate for Triple room:
230,00€ per room/per night for Standard triple occupancy
Buffet breakfast & 10% VAT: included
The 47 Hotel is a 4-star hotel situated in a strategic and scenic position halfway between the Circus Maximum and Piazza Venezia, in central Rome. Our 4-star Hotel in Rome offers a breath-taking view of the Temple of Vesta and is just a short walk from Piazza della Bocca della Verità (the Mouth of Truth), the Arch of Janus, and the Church of San Giorgio in Velabro.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>20 ROOMS (DOUBLE USE) AVAILABLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dates:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In 28 out 30th September 2018 (2 nights)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rate for Single room:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350,00€ per room/ per night for Classic Single occupancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rate for Double Room:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350,00€ per room/ per night for Classic Double occupancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rate for Triple Room:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450,00€ per room/ per night for Classic Triple occupancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Buffet breakfast &amp; 10% VAT:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>included</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hotel Forty Seven
Rome Station
Ripa Hotel
Duration: 2 hrs
06.00 pm-08.00 pm
Included guided tour
Transfer will be 10 minutes walking from the hotel

Sunset tour
28 September

Sunset walking guided tour of Ancient Rome which is an open air Museum.

Passing by the most famous Squares: Piazza Navona, Fontana di Trevi, Campo de Fiori, Piazza di Spagna, Pantheon.
Amongst the cities of the world, none remain more famous for their transformation by sunset than Rome. The striking contrast of light on the white marble masterpieces and cascading water features transform not only the sights but the seer. Starting from the Spanish Steps we take a stroll through the history and art of Rome in the beautiful dusk light. First, you will learn about the romantics poets that took their inspiration seated upon the Spanish steps and toss your coins into the world renowned Trevi Fountain. Then you will read the visual history of battle & victory portrayed on the ancient column of Trajan, and see the place where the great Michelangelo once lived. You’ll see where Mussolini declared war on the Allied Nations and where the most famous of histories dictators, Julius Caesar, fell at the hands of Brutus and the Liberator.

You will experience the most glorious feat of architecture in all the world - the Pantheon - and stroll through an ancient stadium transformed into a baroque square in Piazza Navona.

Finishing off, you’ll be brought to Campo De’ Fiori which was once a market for flowers and square for public execution, but is today the center of Roman night life and some the finest Italian cuisine in Rome. Strolling through the cobbled streets of Rome at sunset is a magical experience that helps one understand that the word "Romantic" came from the French "Rome-Antique" which means "Ancient Rome".

Sunset tour
28 September

18.00 Departure from Hotel and transfer to city centre
18.00 -20.00 Meet guide and start the visit by walk
20.00 Transfer back to Hotel
Vatican’s Museum
29 September

A unique opportunity to be in Rome and visit the Vatican Museums (Musei Vaticani). It covers all the museums, collections, galleries, and sets of apartments filling the various papal palaces of the Vatican.

Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel is part of the Vatican Museums.
Tens of thousands of people visit the Vatican Museums each day to see St. Peter’s Basilica, masterpieces by the likes of Michelangelo and Raphael, and the Sistine Chapel. Enter through a reserved doorway to skip the lines, and stay a step ahead of the large crowds on this carefully planned route that ensures you make the most of your time.

Get context to the Sistine Chapel, Raphael Rooms, and masterpieces by the likes of Michelangelo.

Once inside, there are more than 2,000 rooms and nine miles of art, so follow along with your guide who will point out the highlights and explain the story behind each piece. The small-group nature of your tour allows you to remain close to your guide at all times, but a headset is included to make sure you can always hear the commentary clearly. Stroll through rooms like the Gallery of Maps, with its golden, vaulted ceiling; the Raphael Rooms, painted by Renaissance artist Raphael; and the stunning Sistine Chapel, considered to be the Pope’s home chapel, with Michelangelo’s Creation of Adam and The Last Judgement. On your early-access tour, you'll find the galleries to be considerably quieter than they would be later in the day. Finish with a visit to St. Peter's Basilica, the largest church ever built and one of the holiest and most important sites in Christendom. Get an overview of its long history from your guide, and get an up-close look at the Pietà, one of Michelangelo’s earlier sculptures that depicts the body of Jesus on the lap of his mother Mary after the Crucifixion.

10.00  Departure from the Hotel with private coach to the Vatican city

10.30 -12.30  Meet guide and start of tour and visit of the Vatican museums and the Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel

13:00  Finish of the tour
The Colosseum of Rome is the most popular monument in Italy with up to 6 million visitors per year and is the largest amphitheater built by the Roman Empire. Surrounded by an open-air Museum as the Fori Imperiali, which used to be the headquarters for economics and politics affairs of Ancient Rome.
Colosseum & Fori Imperiali
30 September

The guided tour will start at the selected hotel and follows with the unique sight of the Forum with a view of massive structure of Colosseum.

In Ancient Rome, the Forum was the centre of the Roman Empire. Located between two of Rome’s famous hills, the Palatine and Capitoline Hills, it is now a collection of ruins having spent centuries as a quarry for marble and a cow paddock.

Walking along the ancient pavement, which crosses the evocative ruins of the Roman Forum, the group will admire the temple of Vesta, the Arch of Titus and the Arch of Constantine.

10.00  Departure from the Hotel with private coach to the Colosseum and Fori Imperiali

10.00 -12.00  Meet guide and start of tour

12:00  Finish of the tour
Dinner – set menu 3 courses, water and coffee
Transfer will be 10 minutes by car from the hotel

The ideal place for a dinner you will not forget.
The extraordinary location accompanied by delicious dishes represent the right compromise for eating under the lights of Piazza Navona.

Recommended restaurant: I Tre Scalini
Osteria delle Commari
29 September

The Osteria delle Commari was born from the desire to create a place where to taste the traditional cuisine of Rome and the Lazio Region, with a touch of creativity and innovation.

Walking distance from the Vatican’s Museum.
A charming medieval popular neighbourhood by the Tiber river. Plants and religious shrines brighten up the streets, washing is strung up between buildings, and graffiti covers the shutters of closed bars. Enjoy lively nightlife by the numerous restaurants and local taverns.

Recommended restaurants: Taverna dei Mercanti or Meo Patacca.
FRECCIAROSSA & FRECCIARGENTO

FRECCIAROSSA and FRECCIARGENTO are trains that run through the high-speed line between Turin and Salerno travelling up to 300 km/h with fast and frequent connections. More than 100 connections with scheduled timetables.

VENEZIA SANTA LUCIA – ROMA TERMINI (and VV): 3hs45minutes
## WEEK END ROME
### 28TH – 30TH SEPTEMBER 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transfer – Hotel_ Station in Venice - Hotel</td>
<td>• Private Boat and private car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train ticket Venice – Rome</td>
<td>• Fast Train Frecciarossa First Class from 130pp depending on availability at time of confirmation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Tours | • Ancient Rome – 2 hours  
• Vatican’s Museum – 3 hours including car transfer from the hotel  
• Colosseum & Fori Imperiali - 2 hours |
| 1 Lunch-set menu | • At any of the suggested restaurants or similar |
| 2 Dinners- set menu | • At any of the suggested restaurants or similar |
| Departure Transfers | • Private car to Rome Airport or station |

### Prices
- **2 pax package** - Excluding Hotel, price per person VAT included: 1.050,00€
- **1 pax package** - Excluding Hotel, price per person VAT included: 1.600,00€
**HOTELS**

- **Ripa Hotel 4 stars**
  - Standard room Single Occupancy breakfast incl.  
    - 170,00 €/per room-night
  - Standard room Double Occupancy breakfast incl.  
    - 200,00 €/per room-night
  - Standard room Triple Occupancy breakfast incl.  
    - 230,00 €/per room-night

- **Hotel FortySeven 4 stars**
  - Classic Single Occupancy breakfast incl.  
    - 350,00 €/per room-night
  - Classic Double Occupancy breakfast incl.  
    - 350,00 €/per room-night
  - Classic room Triple Occupancy breakfast incl.  
    - 450,00 €/per room-night

---

*Proposed hotels in Rome are available from now onward on first come first serve basis only. Please be so kind to contact us at vce.symposiumtour@it.kuoni.com to check availability before booking on line.*

---

*City tax per person per night in 4 Stars is 6,00 Euro*